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I. INTRODUCTION 
Many problems arising in engineering and operations research contexts 
have the following structure: The decision maker is provided with a class 9 
of functions, whose common domain I is specified. Some mechanism selects 
a function f from ,F. The decision maker is not informed of this choice. He 
would like somehow to find a point x* ~35 at which f assumes its maximum 
value (denoted by 11 f II). T oward this end, the decision maker may sequentially 
and without constraint select elements x1, x2 ,... from E. Upon choosing x,, 
he is informed of the value f (x%). Thus he may come to learn certain features 
off. Any (perhaps randomized) strategy for choosing x, on the basis of the 
sequence of pairs {(xj , f (xi))}y:; will be termed a search procedure. The 
problem of finding a search procedure S under which, for all f E S, { f (x,)} 
converges to //f I/ , in some specified sense, has generated a lively body of 
research papers, some of which will be referenced and described in the 
present paper. 
As an example of the sort of engineering question giving rise to a search 
problem, suppose that an airplane is to fly with a fixed velocity. Its fuel 
efficiency will then be a function of the carburation setting. If x is the relative 
mixture of fuel and air and f(x) the associated rate of fuel consumption 
required to maintain the aircraft’s velocity, then the framework for a search 
* Also with the Systems Engineering Department, University of Arizona, Tucson, 
AZ 85721. 
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problem is present. For this problem, X may be taken to be the unit interval 
and F may perhaps be considered to be the set of continuous functions on 
the unit interval. 
Under certain restrictions on 9 and X, effective search procedures have 
been revealed. The most publicized of these is the “gradient method” which, 
in its simplest form, determines xj+r from xi by estimating the gradient Vf of 
f at xj (by difference equations constructed from local samples) and then 
setting xi+r = xj + hVf (xj). h is a scalar chosen from heuristic considerations 
and may vary as the process evolves. If the functions in 9 are concave or at 
least unimodal and X is bounded and sufficiently regular, the gradient method 
can perhaps provide a Cauchy sequence { f (xi)} converging to 11 f/j . Hadley [I] 
devotes a nicely written chapter to the gradient method and its variations. 
The review paper by Spang [2] has an extensive bibliography on the gradient 
method, more recent techniques of which are described in the book by Osborn 
and Kowilak [3]. 
Kiefer [4, 51 has published interesting analyses for the case that X is a 
bounded interval in the real line. In particular, under the search procedure 
he proposes, in n trials (the number rz must be specified in advance) the point 
x* at which f (x*) = /If /I can be located within a distance of l/L,, , L, being 
the n-th Fibonacci number, when F is the set of unimodal functions on [0, 11. 
Further, the search procedure is minimax in the sense that no nonrandomized 
strategies can improve on this operating point error uniformly in 9. Bellman 
and Dreyfus [6] devote a chapter to this optimization approach. To this 
writer’s knowledge, an analogous search which also possesses the minimax 
property has yet to be revealed for multidimensional X. 
An intriguing search model (which is slightly closer to the path to be 
followed here in that probabilistic ideas are prominent and multimodal 
functions are included in 9) was proposed by Kushner [7, 81 who supposed f 
to be a sample function from a Brownian motion process on a bounded linear 
interval X. An advantage to this viewpoint is that, in addition to including 
multimodal functions, ideas from Wiener prediction theory can be brought 
to bear on the problem of designing an optimal search procedure. Kushner 
points out that numerical evaluation of the optimal procedure is computa- 
tionally prohibitive, but suggests (without proof) a search procedure under 
which limn+m l/n Cr=, f (xi) = /If j/ , almost surely. 
The research reported in this paper follows an approach sketched by 
Brooks [9]. Presumably, Brooks took X to be a bounded subset of a Euclidean 
space, and the loss associated with the function f E 9 and operating point 
XEX to be 
L(x, f) = relative (with respect to X) volume of points x’ such that 
fb’) >fW 
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Then, given any positive numbers c and d, a smallest number N is readily 
calculated such that if Xi , X, ,..., XN are selected uniformly from x. Then 
for any real-valued functionf, 
P[ max L(X, , f) > c] < d, ISiSPI for 71 > N. 
Brooks, as well as Kushner, considered the possibility that the measure- 
ments { f(X,)} may be corrupted by additive noise. These considerations will 
be detailed, along with a brief review of “stochastic approximation” in a later 
section (Section 4) of this paper. 
Let us loosely summarize the results of our investigation. (%, a) will be 
a measurable space, and A, the set of measurable functions on x. P is a 
probability function on (95, a). Examples show that no search procedure 
achieves f(X,) -+ !jfllP P-almost surely, where 11 f (Ip is the P-essential supre- 
mum off, even over the continuous functions on the unit interval or functions 
on a countable %. However, a search is presented such that for all f E .A!, 
f(X,J + Ij f lip in P-probability. Also, we reveal a search which achieves 
P-almost-sure convergence to jl f lip of the terms l/n EL, f(X,). The section 
closes with a description of various important subsets of d for which there 
are searches P-almost surely achieving Cauchy convergence of {f(X,)} to 
llf IIP * 
Generalizing the idea of Brooks mentioned above, Section 3 proposes, as 
the loss associated with operating point x E 9 and criterion f E M, the func- 
tion L(x, f) = WY : f(r) > f ($4. Th e motivation is that we are able to 
derive upper bounds on the number of search iterations needed to achieve 
some given level of performance. Specifically given positive numbers c and d, 
we compute searches S, and S, and numbers N1 and N, such that under S, , 
if tl > N1 
under S, , 
PWG , f) > cl < d; 
Section 4 generalizes the search problem previously discussed by allowing 
that the observations off(x) may be corrupted by measurement noise. In the 
first theorem of the section, it is shown that if the measurement noise is 
additive and identically and independently (of x and f (x) as well as previous 
samples) distributed, then under our search procedure (which is independent 
of the noise distribution) 
f (Xi) + 11 flip in P-probability. 
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Also, a procedure is revealed for finding the sample size N associated with 
any given positive numbers E, c, d, such that, under the search described, if 
n>N 
WY : f(r) > f(&) + 4 > cl < d- 
This last result does require that the noise distribution be known. In 
Theorem 4.6, the noise is allowed to depend on x, but various assumptions 
are made about its mean, median, and variance. 
II. ON THE EXISTENCE OF CONVERGENT SEARCHES 
We first introduce the notation and terminology to be used in the sequel. 
Let (3, 0Z) be a measurable space and J@ the set of real-valued measurable 
functions on %. Each singleton set is assumed to be in a. Let 9 be a subset 
of JY and let jlfi/ = sup,.xf(x) for f Ed (IIf 11 = + co is possible). (We 
note that 11 f 11 is not a true norm as it may be negative, for example.) 
A deterministic search procedure is a collection of measurable mappings 
{mk; K = 0, 1,2,...) of SYkXRk into %” (where R is the real line). Given a 
deterministic search procedure, for f E 9 define inductively x(0, f) = m,, and 
x(k + l,f) = mk(x(Oyf)y-7 x(k,f), f(x(o,f)),...,f(x(K,f))). We say that 3 
has a deterministic search if a deterministic search exists such that 
~~f(x(n,f)) = llfll for allf E 3. 
Of course, the intuition behind this definition is that x(n, f) is the next point 
at which we observe the value off after having sampled at x( j, f) and observed 
f(x(j,f)), j = 1, Z..., n - 1. 
A random searchprocedure consists of a mapping nt,(B; x1 ,..., x, , y1 ,..., yk) 
defined for B E 0! and xi ~37 and yi E R, k = 0, 1,2 ,.... Further for fixed, 
x1 ,..., xk , yl ,-,Yk , mk(‘; *l ,.-., yk) is a probability measure on (.%, a) and 
for fixed B E 02, m,(B; -) is a measurable function on FkXRk. 
We interpret m,(-; x1 ,..., xk , y1 ,..., yk) as the conditional probability 
distribution of X,,, if we observe xi ,..., xk , f (x1) = y1 ,..., f (xk) = yk . 
For each f E g we may find a probability distribution on the sequence space 
.‘?P by defining a consistent family of measures on Zk for each k. Let Plf = m,, , 
and inductively, 
Pkf(AxB) = /, "' lBmkel(A; xl ,..., xlc-1f(x1),...,f(xk--l)) 
Pi-,(dx, dx, ,. .., &cl), 
where A E Q! and B E akc-i. Let Pf be the resulting probability measure on 
22”““. 
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We say that M has an almost sure search if there is a random search such 
that for all f~ 1, 
Pf(f(xJ -+ ILfll) = 12 
where X, is the identity function on the n-th coordinate off”. We say that 9 
has a search in probabdity if for all f~ 9, lim, Pf( f(X,) E N(jjfj\)) = 1 for 
each neighborhood N(j\f 11) of Ilf 11 (with the usual neighborhood system at 
infinity). If lifll is finite this is the same as requiring that 
for each E > 0. 
In most spaces if we consider 99 = A%‘, then it is too much to hope for any 
sort of convergence since a function may be large at a “small” set of points. 
To get around this trouble it is convenient to allow the function to be arbitrar- 
ily defined on a small set. Let P be a probability measure on (%,a) and for 
each f E A let 11 flip be the P-essential east upper bound of j. The measure P 
may take into account a priori knowledge of which x values are important, 
but we will not elaborate this point. 
We say that 3 has a P-almost sure search if there is a random search such 
that for all f E 3, 
Pf(lim inff (X,) >, II f IL> = 1. 
We say that 9 has a P-search in probability if there is a random search such 
that 
fi Pdf v-n) E (II f IIP - E, + co)) = 1 
for each E > 0. (The obvious modification holds if /If lip = + CO.) 
We first consider two examples to show the trouble one may have finding 
search procedures. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let % be countable. Let 9 consist of functions taking 
rational values on S. Let P put positive measure on each one point set. Then 
9’ does not have a P-almost sure search. 
Proof. Let f be the indicator function of {x> where P({x>) > 0. Find N 
such that P,(X, = x, n >, N) > 0 and then find x1 ,..., XN-r such that 
p&(x1 ,-a., xN-l, x, x,-*)}> > 0. c onsider g(z) = 1 if z = x, g(y) = 2, where 
P({y)) > 0 and y 4 (x1 ,..., xnel}, and g(z) = 0 if x # x or y. Then 
P,MX?J -+ II k! II,) < 1. 
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EXAMPLE 2.2. Let % = [0, I], Oz = the Bore1 field of [0, I], 9 = con- 
tinuous functions and P be Lebesgue measure. Then B does not have a 
P-almost sure search. 
Proof. Let f  have a unique maximum at 1. If f  (X,) + I/f (/ almost surely 
then there is some interval I C [0, +] such that Pf(Xn q! I, n = 1, 2,...) > 0. 
Consider any continuous function g which agrees with f  outside of I and takes 
its maximum in I. It is easy to see that g(X,) -+ llfll < I/g /I with positive 
probability. 
Note that in the two examples //f&, = /If 11 for all f  E 9. Further, since 
each single point set is in 111 any deterministic search procedure is also a 
random search procedure. Thus, in the two examples 3 does not have a 
deterministic search. 
There are at least two ways of getting around this problem: (1) Consider 
smaller classes of functions (e.g., unimodal [5]). (2) Use different criteria for 
convergence. 
We now see that a P-search in probability is possible even when 9 = ,A!. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let 3 = A?. Then for each P, 9 has a P-search in proba- 
bility. 
Proof. Let X, , Xs ,... be independent, identically distributed random 
mappings each with distribution P. Then for each f  E .A! 
Pf(,~$f(Xi) + llf IIP) = 1. (1) 
The proof is completed by using the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.4. Suppose that 9 has a random search such that (1) holds. Then 
5? has a P-search in probability. 
Proof. We sketch the proof. Let (Yi} be Poisson random variables with 
parameters Ai ---f + co which are mutually independent of each other and 
independent of X, , X, ,.... For each n, let X,* = value of Xi ,..., X, which 
maximizes f  (X,). Consider the random sequence 
Xl , x,* ,..., Xl”, x, , x,* I...) x,* ,.... 
Yl times Y, times 
We can iind a “new” m, which leads to the same distribution as the random 
sequence just given. It is easy to verify that this random search works to give 
convergence in probability. 
40914+16 
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The same method of proof yields: 
LEMMA 2.5. Let eachf E: 9 have P-ess inff(x) > - co and (1) hold; then 
$9 has a random search procedure such that 
for allf E B. 
In reference to Theorem 2.3 it is the opinion of the authors that in practice, 
convergence in probability is as useful as convergence almost surely. In 
either case one would like some information on the rate of convergence (a 
point we return to later). 
Let us turn to the other approach of finding deterministic searches by 
restricting the class 9. The following results are all easy. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let S be an arbitrary topological space. If for every E > 0 
there is a finite collection {r& ,..., &} of sets with union ZX and points & in di, 
i = 1,2,..., n such that 
78 “s”p,,l f (S,) - f (S)l < E; E 
then B has a deterministic search. 
Proof. Let et = l/2+, i = 1, 2 ,.... Find sets r&(l) ,..., &)nu,(l) associated 
with Ed . Let 
X 1 = x1 E (%;(I),..., x%(l) = %(l) E G'ncl,U). 
Let 
If 
f(&*) -f(x,) > 261 
delete c& from the space I. Begin all over again with the new space and l a , etc. 
COROLLARY 2.7. Let 3? be compact, metric and Cn the Bore1 @ma-fiti. Then 
any equicontinuous family of functions ?I has a deterministic search. 
Proof. As X is compact, ‘9 is uniformly equicontinuous. 
COROLLARY 2.8. Let S? be compact and metric and Oc the associated Bore1 
sigmu-$eld. Then any compact subset (with respect to the sup-norm metric) of 
the continuous functions on 9 has a deterministic search. 
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Proof. Ascoli-Arzela theorem and Corollary 2.7. 
COROLLARY 2.9. Let 9 be compact and metric and 97 un;formly satisfy a 
Lipschitz condition. Then B has a deterministic search. 
Proof. By Corollary 2.7. 
COROLLARY 2.10. Let X be a compact, ds@rentiable man;fold, Q the 
generated sigma-field and all f  in 9 have uniformb bounded derivatives. Then 
9 has a deterministic search. 
Proof. By Corollary 2.7, since the family is equicontinuous. 
COROLLARY 2.11. Let d be a compact metric space, ol the Bore1 field of 
A? and let C(Z) be the continuous functions on .?Z with the sup-norm. Let TV be a 
probability measure on C(S) with its Bore1 sigma-field. Then for each E > 0 a 
deterministic search may be found such that 
&f :fmL)-+Ilfll~) > 1 - 6. 
Proof. First note that we may think off as a sample path from a stochastic 
process with domain X. From the conditions of I it follows that C(T) is a 
complete separable metric space ([lo, pp. 94, 103]), and hence p is a tight 
measure [ll]. Thus, we may find a compact set K such that p(K) > 1 - E. 
Use Corollary 2.8 on K. 
Observe that if ES = [0, 11, the sigma-field of this process is the same field 
that is generated by the usual “product-field” construction (a proof of this 
statement is in [12, p. 2121. Thus we see Corollary 2.11 is related to a study 
by Kushner [7] which proposes a search for finding the maximum of Brownian 
motion sample functions. 
The problem of characterizing subsets ‘S’ that have a deterministic search 
is quite interesting, but the authors have not been able to make much progress. 
The problem appears to lie in the domain of mathematical logic. 
Note that under the conditions of Corollary 2.11 we may find a countable 
dense set of points in 3. Let P be a measure putting positive mass on each 
point of the set. Then for continuous f ,  11 f  II = 11 f  jIP and Theorem 2.3 and 
Lemma 2.5 hold for the stochastic process. 
III. RATES OF CONVERGENCE 
In applications of sequential search procedures it is highly desirable that 
there be some way of assessing what can be done in a given number of 
iterations. For example, one would be interested in knowing, if possible, 
how fast f  (X,) + 11 f  IjP . In this section we consider questions of this sort. 
409/41/x-16* 
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To see the difficulties involved we consider an example in random search. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. As a criteria of the amount of convergence one might 
consider iifil -f(X,) or (i\fll -f(X,))/llfij. More generally, we will use 
g(jlf\i ,f(X,)) where g(x, y) is a function satisfying: 
(1) for fixed x, g(x, y) is strictly decreasing as y approaches x from 
below. 
(2) g(x, 4 = 0 
(3) For fixed Y, g(x, Y> is strictly increasing as x increases (where 
x >, y) with a limit > 1 for ally as x -+ 00. 
To get a grasp on the rate of convergence one might hope to find a random 
search such that for each c > 0 and 0 < d < 1, there is a number N(c, d) 
such that for f E c!? and for n > N(c, d) 
f’,kllfll ,.WvJ) > 4 < d. 
We now show that this cannot be done if 3 = [0, 11, the sigma-field is the 
Bore1 field, and 9 is the set of continuous functions. Let c < 4, 0 < d < 1, 
and n be any fixed integer and some random search procedure also be fixed. 
Pick any f E 9 and let I be an interval such that 
I’,(1 n {Xl ,..., X,} = +) > d. 
Let h E 9 agree withf on the complement of I and g(lj h 11, \lfl\) > 4. Then 
we have 
P,k(ll h II 7 VLN > 4 2 ~,Mll h II 7 Wd > :) 
2 P,(h(X,) =f(X,), i = 1, 2 ,...) n) 
>, ~&Xl ,*-., XTJ n I= d> 
= ~f({Xl ,-.*> X,} n I = $) > d, 
ending the example. 
The preceding discussion leads one to conclude that for 3 the class of 
continuous functions on [0, 11, under no search procedure can bounds on the 
rate of convergence of f(X,) to II f IIp or z:b, f (X,)/n to II f lip be established 
which are uniform on 3. The practical consequence of this weakness is that 
the experimenter cannot estimate the level of performance attainable in a 
finite number of search iterations. One approach to overcoming these dif- 
ficulties is to redefine the search problem by proposing a different (but, 
hopefully, not unreasonable) criterion of goodness. 
We do this by following some of the ideas implicit in Brooks [9]. Associated 
with each operating point x ES? and f E 3 is the set 
4% f 1 = {Y : f (Y) > f (4 
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which is here called the domain of improvement (off over f(x)). As in Section 
II, let a probability measure P be given on (57, a). As a loss function we 
propose the P measure of OI(X,~). That is, 
Strictly speaking, L should also contain P as a variable, but since P will be 
fixed we shall omit this notation. 
Thus, L(x, f) is the probability that a person choosing a point Y at random 
in 3 with distribution P will find that f(Y) > f(x). If 3 is a set of finite 
volume in Rk and P is proportional to volume (i.e., P is proportional to 
Lebesque measure) then L(x, f) is the fraction of the volume on which f 
exceedsf(x). Note that L(x, f) * d m uces the same order on 25 that jjfjjP -f(x) 
does, and further (f(&) + /If jjP) and (L(X, ,f) -+ 0) are equivalent 
statements except when 
P({Y If(Y) = IlfllPN > 0. 
We find that for certain search procedures it is possible to obtain informa- 
tion on how close L(X, ,f) is to zero. We will say that X1, X2 ,..., are 
chosen at random if X, , X2 ,... are independent, identically distributed 
T-valued random mappings with distribution P. Let f EJ? be fixed and for 
each n define n* by 1 < n* < n and 
PROPOSITION. 3.2. Let X, , X, ,... be chosen at random and 0 < a < 1; 
then for each integer n and f E A, 
Proof. Let 
Pf(L(-Q , f > > a> ,< (1 - a)“. 
then 
tl = sup{t : P({x :f(x) > t>) > a>; 
Thus, 
P({x :f(x) > tl}) < a. 
Pj(L(Xn* , f) > a) = pf(f (Xi) -=c tl, 1 < i < 4 
= fi P({x : f (x) < tl>) < (1 - a)n. 
i-l 
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By considering any random variable f(X) with a continuous distribution 
function we see that equality may hold. The table below gives some idea of 
the size of the bounds on needed search iterations. 
TABLE I 
Table Giving Minimum N such that P[L(X,,* ,f) > A] < D 
5 
D 
0.05 
0.10 
0.15 
0.20 
0.25 
0.30 
0.35 
0.40 
0.45 
0.50 
0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40 0.45 0.50 
59 29 19 14 11 9 7 6 6 5 
45 22 15 11 9 7 6 5 4 4 
37 19 12 9 7 6 5 4 4 3 
32 16 10 8 6 5 4 4 3 3 
28 14 9 7 5 4 4 3 3 2 
24 12 8 6 5 4 3 3 3 2 
21 10 7 5 4 3 3 3 2 2 
18 9 6 5 4 3 3 2 2 2 
16 8 5 4 3 3 2 2 2 2 
14 7 5 4 3 2 2 2 2 2 
With this criterion of accuracy, the rate of convergence is independent of 
the dimensionality of the space .%. With other criteria of convergence this 
might not be true. This point is discussed further by Spang [2, p. 3621 who 
uses two concepts of convergence and appears to doubt Brooks’ [9] comment 
that the rate of convergence is independent of dimensionality. 
In the next theorem, we see that choosing at random has merit as a strategy. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let 57 be a separable metric space and O! be the Bore1 field. 
Suppose P has no mass points. The search “X, , 1 < i < n, chosen at random” 
is minimax in the sense that for any c E (0, 1) and any other search Yi , 
(1 <i<n) 
supprJw-,* ,f) > cl 2-$P[L(x,* ,f) >cl= (1 -c)“, 
fs”fv 
and consequently 
sup @L(X,* ,f)l = & 
fGfT 
G ;;$ v.w,* ,f  )I* 
Proof. In what follows, we will let {Y,}&, denote the x-valued random 
vector associated with the proposed alternate search when f  is the zero 
function. For every event A E a, “X E A” denotes the event that for at 
least one coordinate Xi, Xi E A. “ 7 E A” has the corresponding interpreta- 
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tion. P,(A), PS(A) are the corresponding probabilites. g is the Radon Niko- 
dym derivative (with respect to P.J of the P,-continuous part of PY. A is 
the set on which g is less than 1, B the set on which it is equal to 1, and C 
the set on which g exceeds 1. Let E be some event such that PJE] = c and 
also such that EC (A u B u C). Obviously P,[A u B U C] = 1 and from 
the assumptions, there is such a set E. Further, we assume E has the property 
that if it contains any point of C, it contains all of A and B, and if it is not 
disjoint with B, it contains all of A. One immediately verifies that with these 
constraints, P,[E] 3 PY[E]. We have strict inequality for each c if Pz and 
PY are not identical. 
Let f be the indicator function of the set E. Then we have that 
PJE] = P[L(Y,. , f) < C] < p[L(& 3 f) G c] = ‘z(~) 
and this verifies the equations of the theorem. If Pg is not identical to Pz , the 
random selection strategy dominates the search {Yi , 1 < i < n}. 
Further information on the rate of convergence is contained in the next 
theorem. In what follows, M, is defined to be the random variableL(X,* ,f) 
defined in Proposition 3.2, and X is chosen at random. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let f(X) h ave a distribution function F such that for some 
x0 , F(xJ < 1 and F is continuous for x 3 x0 . Then nM, converges weakly to 
the exponential distribution with parameter 1. 
Proof. Let a > 0; then for large n, 
=I-P~(M~>~)=l-~P,(L(X,,f)>~) 
= 1 - $i P({x :f(x) > t,}) = 1 - (1 - Z)“, 
where tn = sup{t : P({x : f (x) > t>) > a/n}. This approaches 1 - e-a as 
n --, co completing the proof. For a > 0, by Taylor’s theorem with remainder 
on the logarithm of e-=/(1 - x/n)“, we see that (large n): 
exp(- a2/2n) < e-@/(1 - Pj(nMn 3 a)) < exp(- a2/2n + a3/6n2). 
In the same vein as Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5, it is shown that we can use 
Proposition 3.2 to get searches which converge at a known rate. 
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THEOREM 3.5. One may compute a search procedure S, under which, for 
any positive numbers c and d, a number N(c, d) may be found for which 
P sup 
[ n>N(c d) + @(Xi ,f) > c] < d 
for every f  E J@. 
Proof. Let {n(i)}& b e a sequence of numbers such that n( 1) = 1 and 
l/n(i) converges to 0 monotonically (e.g., {2i-1}). By Proposition 3.2, we may 
compute a number N’ such that 
P[MN,>+] <d. 
Also, we may find a number N” greater than N’ such that 
(c/2) [(n(N”) - N”)/n(N”)] + l[(n(N’) + N”)/n(N”)] < c. 
Search procedure S, requires that Xt is to be chosen at random at times 
t = n(j) (j = 1,2,...), and for t # n(j), X, is chosen to be the best value 
in the sequence {Xnti,} sampled thus far: f(xJ = max{ f  (X,) : v < t}. Thus 
evidently f  (4, t 9 In(j)>, is monotonically increasing in t. Observe that from 
the choice of N’ and the definition of S, , 
W&w, ,f) > 41 < d. 
Let Q be the event (with reference to the process determined by S, on f) that 
WGzw, , f) G 4. If  Q occurs, then by the choice of N” (and observation 
that L(x, f) < 1, always) 
sup f J-L(Xi ,.f) < c. 
ON” i-1 n 
In summary, 
and consequently the theorem is proved, with the understanding that N” 
suffices for N(c, d). 
THEOREM 3.6. One may compute a search procedure S, , under which, for 
any positive numbers c and d, a number N(c, d) may be found for which 
W(Xn , f) > cl < d 
for all n > N(c, d) and all f  E A’. 
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Proof. Let {n(j)} b e a sparse sequence as in the proof of Theorem 3.5. 
From this we construct a random sequence (N(j)} where N(j) has the sample 
space {n(j), n(j) + 1, n(j) + 2,..., n(j + 1) - l} and is chosen by the 
randomization which assigns equal probability to each element of this sample 
space. S, is the search procedure which samples X independently and uni- 
formly at times in {N(j)}. At other times, xt is chosen to be the best operating 
point thus far sampled. The condition imposed on {n(j)} that I/n(j) converge 
monotonically to 0 as j tends to infinity ensures us that a number N’ can be 
found such that P[N(j) = n] < d/2 for all j > N’, all integers n. Let Mn 
be the random variable defined above Theorem 3.4. A number N” may be 
found such that P[M,e > c] < d/2. If k = {max N’ + 1, N”> then for 
n> n(k) 
PCL(X, , f) > c] d P[M,- > cl + P[n E {N(j))] < d 
ending the proof. 
Let us compare the preceding results to the portion of Section II in which 
deterministic searches were discussed. Without going into detail it is clear 
that in results 262.10 one may find integers N(E) such that if n > N, 
llfll -f(Xn) < f E or all f E 9’. (A modification of Corollary 2.11 also holds). 
In order to find N one must know quite a bit about the structure of $9. For 
example, in Corollary 2.8 one must know the compact set. In general, there is 
no one search which works for all compact sets. If one knows the compact set, 
not only may a convergent deterministic search be found but also a uniform 
bound on the time necessary for any degree of convergence. 
In closing we note that if 9’ consists of uniformly bounded measureable 
functions, then the central results of this section obtain under the loss function 
L’hf) 4 &f(y) P(49, where B = (Y :f(y) >f(x)) 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let g be a function in JZ having a$nite expectation with 
respect to P. Assume for every f E 9, f < g, and that (Xi} is chosen at random. 
Then for every positive c and d, a number N may be computed such that for 
every f E 9, in the notation of Proposition 3.2. 
P[L’(X,* , f) > c] < d. 
Proof. By the assumption that the integral of g is finite, one can find a 
positive number k such that if P[A] < k, 
f g(x) P(dx) < c. A 
If N is such that (1 - k)N < d, from the proof of Proposition 3.2, we know 
that with probability greater than I - d, L(X,* ,f) < k. By the definition 
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of L and the choice of K, this means that with probability greater than 
1 - d, 
I A&) w4 < CY (A = ix :fW >f(X,*>>). (3.1) 
Finally, as g majorizes f, (3.1) g ives us (letting A f {x :f(x) >f(X,*)) 
L'(x,* , f) = j 
A 
f(x) PW 6 jAd4 W4 < c. 
From this proposition, other major results of Section III follow with L’ 
replacing L, with at most minor modifications of the proofs. 
IV. SEQUENTIAL SEARCH USING NOISY MEASUREMENTS 
In this section we consider the problem of the earlier sections with the 
additional complication that errors of measurement are present. To be more 
specific, if X, is the n-th operating point, the decision maker observes: 
fmz) + %3GG), (4.1) 
where 2,(X,) is a random variable conditionally independent of X, , . . ., X,-r , 
z 1 ,..., Z,-, (given X, and f(X,)) w h ose distribution is conditional on the 
values of X, and f(X,). We will assume that if Xi = Xj, then Zi and Zi 
have the same distribution. 
Physically, f(X,) + Z,(X,) may b e regarded as arising from a noisy 
meter which measures f(X,), the noise being dependent upon the operating 
point X, . “Noisy measurements” refer to observations of the form (4.1) 
(in contrast to f(X,) h h w ic is considered a “noiseless measurement”). 
The basic idea in the section is the standard one of replicating observations 
to minimize the effect of observational error [9]. We consider several different 
cases. The first case is when the measurement error does not depend upon 
X, orf(X,). The distribution Fz of the error is assumed unknown in the next 
theorem. 
LEMMA 4.1. In the noisy measurement case, let Z, , Z, ,... be independent, 
identically distributed as random variable Z, independent of (X, , f  (XJ), 
(X2 , f (X2)),... for each f  E A. One may compute a search procedure S, under 
which, with P-probability 1, as n ---f co, and regardless of Z, 
$&w~--0 
( 
thus $ $ f  (XJ --f 11 flip if f  is P-bounded below 
a=1 
forea.chfEAsuchthatP[f(X)=ljfjj,]=O. 
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Remark. For piecewise continuous functions f, this last restriction is 
satisfied if f does not assume its maximum on a plateau. 
Proof. The description of the search procedure S, uses the following 
notation: {u(n)} is an observation of a sequence of randomly chosen values 
{U(n)}. FNsj denotes th e empiric distribution function constructed from the 
observations which, during the first N observations of the search, have been 
made at u(j), j = I,2 ,.... (An empiric distribution function F, constructed 
from any sequence {ui}& of n real numbers is the cumulative distribution 
function determined by the expression 
nF,(o) = number of elements ai of {~~}:~r such that uj & c.) 
Fs(j) is the cumulative distribution function (cdf) for the random variables 
f@(j)> + Z; i.e., 
Fu d4 = Fz(x + f MA)), for every real z. 
More generally, F, is the cdf off(x) + Z. If H(x) is any real-valued function, 
let II HII* = SUPERS I W4l . IWJ)~ is a sequence of integers such that if 
n > K(v), then for any cdfF, and empiric distribution functionF, constructed 
from n independent observations distributed as F, 
Massey [13] gives an algorithm capable of computing a minimum such 
number K(v). 
{M(v)} is a sequence computed inductively by the following rule: 
M(2) = 1, 
M(v) = M(v - 1) + A(v) + 2X(v), v > 2, 
where A(v) is some positive integer such that 
[Jff(v - 1) + vK(v) + (v + 1) K(v + 1)1/A(v) < l/v. (4.2) 
Having described {K(v)} and {M(v)}, we are in a position to reveal the search 
procedure S, . 
Step 1 
For each iteration v, v = 2, 3,..., of these Steps l-3 the points 
{xn}~gy)~‘“’ are chosen, at each n, from the set of points (u(j) : j = 1,2,. . . , v}, 
so that each u(j) is sampled K(v) times. Therefore, by time N = M(v) + r%(v), 
P IIF,,j-F,(,,Ij’~$,j=1,2 ,..., v]>l-2-*. [ (4.3) 
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Step 2. 
At time A7 = M(v) + vK(v), a positive integer v* < v is selected such 
that for every real number z, 
If no such v* can be selected, v* is chosen arbitrarily. 
Step 3. 
At times n, M(v) + vK(v) < n < M(v + l), X, = u(v*). At time 
M(v + l), repeat the process, with v increased by 1. Toward outlining a 
proof that Sa , as just described, possess the property asserted in the theorem, 
it is necessary to recognize that with probability 1, (4.4) will hold for all but 
finitely many v. For demonstration of this, let u(v’) be any positive integer 
not greater than v such that 
Then for all z and all i < v, 
~uw,@) = Fz@ + f(44)) >, ~tL(d(4 = F.& + f(W)). 
The event (which will be denoted by B(v)) that 
(4.5) 
implies, by the triangle inequality, that for j < ZI, 
all real z 
and thus (4.4) holds with v* = ZI’. Note that by construction of {K(v)}, 
f P(B(v)e) < -f 2-g < a3 
v=2 v-2 
and consequently, by the Borel-Cantelli lemma, B(v) occurs for all but 
finitely many v, concluding our assertion that for all but finitely many v, 
v* can be picked to satisfy (4.4). We will hereafter assume without comment 
that v* always has the property (4.4). A s our only concern is with limit 
theorems, this assumption will not lead us astray. 
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The completion of the proof that Sa leads to the convergence of 
l/n CL -qx, , f) to 0 is at hand. By the choice of M(o) and A(v), we have 
that at all time Q during the v-th iteration of steps 1-3 (v > 2) that 
[Number of Observations xi , 1 < i < Q, taken at (V 
> (v - 1)/v, 
and thus for all n > M(3), 
+ f L(x, ,f) < + + r+) m={L(4v*),f),L(u((v - 
2=1 
The proof is completed by showing that almost surely 
WV*), f) -+ 0. 
- I)* or v*]/Q 
1)*>,f)>- (4.6) 
Let x’ be any point in I such that L(x’, f) > 0. Then almost surely some 
element u(h) in an observation of {U(v)} gives f (u(h)) > f (x’). If H is a num- 
ber such that 
Then for all v > max{H, h}, iff (u(j)> <f (x’), 
>FN,&) + $ - ; >FN,I(~ + ; > (all real x), 
which implies that j cannot be chosen to satisfy (4.4) for v*. From this we 
deduce that 
lim sup L(u(v*), f) < L(x’, f). (4.7) 
Let {wn} be a sequence (whose existence is implied by the hypothesis that 
P[f(X) = IlfllPl = 0) such that L(w, , f) > 0 and {L(wn , f  )} + 0. Then 
(4.7) holds almost surely simultaneously for all the w, (in place of x’) and we 
conclude that with probability 1, 
lim L(u(v*), f) < i;f L(wn , f) = 0. 
THEOREM 4.2. Under search S,’ described below, Lemma 4.1 remains true 
in the absence of the hypothesis P[ f  (X) = 11 f ljp] = 0. 
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Proof. S,’ differs from S, only in step 2, where for S,’ the restriction is 
made that ZI* be the greatest positive integer < v such that for every real 
number a, 
Observe that S,’ is a version of Sa , and consequently it achieves conver- 
gence under the hypothesis of the preceding theorem. 
In the absence of a sequence {wn} as described in the proof of the previous 
theorem, there is a number t’ such that 
P[f > t’] = 0 and P[f = t’] > 0. (4.9) 
(The abbreviation P[f > b] is used to denote the P-probability of the domain 
of improvement {x :f(x) > b}). W e use the notation of the proof to the 
preceding theorem. Let h be an integer (surely there is one) such that 
f+(h)) = t’. Th en f or v > h, under Sa’, v becomes co* by virtue of one of the 
events A(v) or B(v) (in the sigma-field of the process determined by S, andf) 
occuring: 
A(v): f(w4) = t’, 
B(v): B(v) = B,(v) n B&J), 
where 
B,(v) : t’ > f(u(7.g) > t’ - u(v) 
and 
B,(u): FN,v satisfies (4.4). 
Here u(v) = inf{a : 11 F,, -F, II* < 2/v}, // I/* being the sup norm. Note that 
P[A(v) w B(v)] 3 P[A(er)] = P[f = t’] which is positive and independent 
of v. Thus under Sa’, during evolution of the process infinitely many different 
e, are chosen as v*. Our proof consists of showing (below) that 
lip P[B(v) j A(u) u B(o)] = 0. (4.10) 
Note that A(v) and B,(o) are independent of (U(k) : k # v}. Thus (4.10) 
implies that lim, P[F( U(v*)) = t’] = 1, which in turn implies that 
{L(U(v*),f)} converges in probability to 0. This (in view of Eq. (4.6)) con- 
cludes the proof. 
We proceed now to the demonstration of (4.10). 
WW I 44 ” WI 
= P[t’ > f( U(v)) b t’ - a(v)]/P[t’ 3 f( U(w)) > t’ - u(v)]. 
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As {U(V)} converges to 0 monotonically, by the continuity property of meas- 
ures, 
Similarly, 
lim P[t’ >f(U(e))) > t’ - a(~)] = 0. 
lim P[t’ >f( U(0)) > t’ - u(w)] = P[f(U(v)) = t’] > 0. 
Thus 
m-4(~) I 44 ” w41 - 0, 
which in turn implies that 
P[B(w) I A(w) u B(w)] + 0. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Under the conditions of the theorem, one may compute a 
search procedure S, such that the results of the theorem still obtain, and further 
(and consequently f (Xi) -+ j/f jlp) in P-probability for all f E A. 
We describe the modifications of S,’ which achieve the result, leaving 
verification to the reader. For z, = 1, 2 ,..., choose the K(V) sampling times 
randomly (i.e., uniformly) from M(v), M(v) + l,..., M(w + 1) - 1. At the 
remaining times between M(w) and M(w + l), let X(t) = U((v - l)*). 
Observe that the sample times become sparse. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Given positiwe numbers c, d, and e, and F, , the common 
distribution of the independent noise samples, there is a number N(c, d, e) such 
that for n > N(c, d, e), under the search described below, for all f  E A!, 
Proof. {U(j)} is a sequence of Nr independent, E-valued, P-distributed 
observations, where Nr is a number large enough to assure (in accordance 
with Proposition 3.2) that 
p[j-&L(U(j),f) > cl < $-. 
Let h be a mapping with domain [ - 1, I] such that h(u) = F,,, . Then h is 
1 to 1 and continuous with respect to the Prohorov metric (Prohorov [14]) 
on the space of distribution functions. Consequently h-l is uniformly con- 
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tinuous. 8 is defined to be a modulus of continuity associated with e (assumed 
less than I). IV, is a number such that, in the notation of the Glivenko- 
Cantelli Theorem, for n > Nz , 
P[ll F ~ F, II* > 6/2] < d/2& . 
N = N1N2 and our search consists of sampling at each point U(j) and then 
letting N* be the numberj such that for some x and all k 
FN&) > FN,&) - ; . (4.11) 
At times greater than N, the operating point is chosen to be U(N*). Toward 
showing that the strategy has the property given in the theorem, let U’ denote 
the observation U(k) which minimizes L( U( j), f). With probability greater 
than 1 - d simultaneously, 
(i) L(U’, f) < c, 
andforl <j<N,, 
09 IIFLN - Fz+~w II * < 612. 
Assuming (i) and (ii) hold, by the triangle inequality and rudimentary prop- 
erties of the translation parameter family (F,,.}, we see that (4.11) implies 
~lFZ+fwN*,~ -Fz+w II* = 1% -*Z+w’kfw*~~ II* < 6 
which, in view of the fact that the sup norm majorizes the Prohorov metric 
and also the way 6 is defined, impliesf( U’) > f( U(N*)) - e. This completes 
the proof. 
We offer below some further refinements in the noisy measurement case. 
The proofs are only sketched as the ideas are similar to proofs already used. 
Let 0, = f(X,) + 2, , the n-th observed value. By 3 (n) we will denote 
any estimate of llfllP . That is, f”( 1z is a measurable function of (X, ,..., X, , )
0 1 ,***, 0,). 
THEOREM 4.5. Let the 2, be i.i.d. r.v.‘s with a known distribution function 
Fz . One may compute a search procedure S and estimates3 (n) such that 
(1) 3(n)-IlfllP a.s. (Pf) for allf E A?, 
(2) L(X, , f) - 0 i.p. (Pf) for all f E A, 
(3) i L(X, , f )/n -+ 0 a.s. (P,) for all f E A. 
i=l 
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Sketch of the proof. Pick 6 a unique p-th percentile for F, , that is F,(B) >p 
and F,(B -) \<p (f or some fixed p, 0 < p < 1). At any particular x by 
using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov approach and observing the p-th percentile 
of f(x) + 2,) It = l,..., N(E) we may estimate f(x) by the p-th percentile p 
in such a way that 
&(I./-ff(x)l < 4 > 1 - E. 
Let Y, , Yz ,... be i.i.d. JF valued r.v.‘s with distribution P. We proceed 
in iterations as in earlier theorems. During the n-th iteration we have estimates 
f, ,...,f”, of f  (Y1),..., f  (Y,), respectively, all within f, with probability 
> 1 - cIE . During the n + 1-st iteration most observations are at a point 
among {Y1 ,..., Y,} picked at random from among those Yi satisfying 
fi > max{f, ,...,J”,} - E, . The other observations give estimates of 
f  ( Y1),..., f  (Y,J, f  (Y,,,) to within E,+~ with probability > I - E,+~ . 
During any given iteration f  (m) the estimate of I/f Ijp is the maximum of the 
fi of the previous iteration. 
By choosing the E* such that the Borel-Cantelli lemma holds and by 
choosing (during each iteration) a smaller and smaller fraction of Xi’s to be 
used in estimating the f  (Xj)‘s one can show that the results of the theorem 
hold. 
THEOREM 4.6. For all X ES suppose that the noise 2(x, f  (x)) satisfies one 
of the following: 
(a) Z(x) has a N(p, u”(x)) distribution, TV known, u”(x) unknown. 
(b) Z(x) has a distribution which is symmetric about the known unique 
median TV. 
(c) Z(x) has a known mean p and variance bounded Em;formly above. 
Then one may find a search procedure and estimates f(n) such that (l)-(3) 
of Theorem 4.5 hold. 
Sketch of proof. The thing to note is that in (a)-(c) for a fixed point x E 9? 
if we repeatedly sample X + Wi , Wi independent and identically distributed 
with distribution the same as Z(x) then for each E > 0 we can find a stoping 
rule T and T-measurable estimates /1 (x) off(x) such that 
In (a) one could use the t-variable, in (b) use the ideas expressed in Kendall 
and Stuart [15, p. 513-5221, and use Chebyshev’s Inequality in case (c). 
We thus can apply the same ideas as in Theorem 4.5. If p were unknown 
it would still be possible ‘to satisfy conditions (2) and (3), but not condition (1). 
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We close this section by mentioning related studies. We have stated that 
in Kushner theory [7] it is supposed that f is a sample function of a known 
Brownian motion process. It is further allowed that the measurement may be 
corrupted by Gaussian noise having zero mean and a known variance, 
which is allowed to depend on the operating point X. The framework for 
computing an optimal search procedure minimizing E[(llf jl -~(x,J)~] 
is sketched; but it is not proven that these methods yield convergence of the 
above expectation to 0. 
A heavily-researched subject known as “stochastic approximation” (which 
we will abbreviate as SA) is also intended to bear on the sort of problem 
which has concerned us in this section, The review paper by Schmetterer [I 81 
provides a thorough discussion and bibliography on SA, whose principal 
features relevant to the optimization problem we will briefly describe. 
The first SA algorithm (the Kiefer-Wolfowitz method) for optimization 
assumes that % is a linear interval. Let {cn} and {a,} be positive sequences 
such that c, + 0 and C a, = co. x1 is chosen randomly and 
X n+1 = %I + ~%AL> (f42n - U2n-1) 
where u21E is a noisy observation taken at x, + 42 and uZn-r is a noisy 
observation at x, - cni2 . The method was proven to achieve convergence 
in probability to x* which in this discussion will always denote the maximizing 
point off, provided certain conditions prevail, among them being (i), Z(x) 
has mean 0 and variance uniformly bounded for x E 3, and (ii)f is unimodal. 
Dvoretsky proposed certain values for the sequences {a,} and {c,} which, 
under circumstances more stringent than those of Kiefer and Wolfowitz, 
achieve convergence with probability 1. We are unaware of any algorithms 
that have been proposed which circumvent the restrictions that the functions 
in 9 be unimodal and Z(x) have a variance uniformly bounded on X. Blum 
(see reference in [lS]) has generalized the Kiefer-Wolfowitz algorithm to 
intervals in Euclidean n-space, however. A condition Blum requires for 
convergence is that f have a continuous nonzero gradient vector at all points 
except the unique maximum. This condition, of course, precludes local 
maxima. SA algorithms are motivated by Newton’s root-seeking method. 
Thus a feature which is common to them is that (practically speaking) all 
observation values f(xj) + z(xj) i < n except the last two are ignored in 
selecting the next operating point x, . The change of operating point depends 
linearly on these last two measurements. The Kiefer-Wolfowitz procedure 
(as well as the first SA method, the Robbins-Monro procedure) is independent 
of all but last operating point, on which the dependence is also linear. 
Dvoretsky’s generalized scheme does not share this latter neglect. 
Inasmuch as in this section our searches are not wasteful of information 
and are less structured, it is to be expected that they have a more inclusive 
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domain of convergence than the SA algorithms. In particular, if we join 
the SA theorists in assuming the variance of Z(x) is uniformly bounded in x 
and has 0 mean, then regardless of I, f(X,,) -+ llfl/P for every f~ A, the 
convergence being in probability, as we saw in Theorem 4.6, part c. If % 
is a linear set, Lebesgue measure is continuous with respect to P, and f(x) 
is continuous and has a unique maximum, then we get the same conclusion 
as the Kiefer-Wolfowitz assertion; i.e., X, + X* in probability. 
V. COMMENTS 
The research reported herein was undertaken with the aim of finding 
searches which achieved adaptive convergence of the return function f (XJ 
to the highest value (11 flip) as the process continues, under conditions which 
are as lenient as possible. The fact that the numerical feasibility of our 
algorithms play a secondary role in our aims explains, in part, why we did not 
investigate heuristically appealing schemes such as stopping the testing at 
some time n and using X,* (in the notation of Proposition 3.2) thereafter. 
Instead we proposed randomizations to achieve convergence in probability, 
and similar artifices. The artifices were needed to make the conclusions of 
our theorems resemble the conclusions of other theorems about algorithms 
which have more stringent operating conditions than ours. 
In that the analysis does show that convergence can take place in general 
settings, we hope that this study demonstrates that there are searches for 
more difficult problems than have previously been studied and that our 
conclusions highlight the need to give statements about rates of conver- 
gence, in writing papers about heuristically-motivated algorithms. 
TABLE II 
Table of Number of Iterations Required for Various Tolerances 
A 
D 
0.005 0.010 0.015 0.020 0.025 0.030 0.035 0.040 0.045 0.050 
0.005 1058 528 351 263 210 174 149 130 116 104 
0.010 919 459 305 228 182 152 130 113 101 90 
0.015 838 418 278 208 166 138 118 103 92 82 
0.020 781 390 259 194 155 129 110 96 85 77 
0.025 736 368 245 183 146 122 104 91 81 72 
0.030 700 349 233 174 139 116 99 86 77 69 
0.035 669 334 222 166 133 111 95 83 73 66 
0.040 643 321 213 160 128 106 91 79 70 63 
0.045 619 309 206 154 123 102 88 76 68 61 
0.050 598 299 199 149 119 99 85 74 66 59 
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In view of the fact that the number of search iterations needed to get 
“reasonable” tolerance bounds (Table II) is not astronomical, it does seem 
conceivable that some of our methods have computational merit. One may 
further note that, aisde from searches using noisy measurements, the algo- 
rithms are easy to implement and require relatively little storage space (just 
enough to store x,* andf(x,*)). Brooks [9] “suspects” that for some while 
practitioners have been using schemes which combine gradient and random 
search methods (e.g., Schumer and Steigliz [19]). Many papers on the theory 
and scope of gradient searches are in the literature, but few on random 
search. We hope this study has helped to correct this imbalance. 
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